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//  THE LIGHTEST BABY CAR SEAT OF ITS KIND 
 
It weighs around 2.9 kg, which makes it the most lightweight baby car 
seat of its type currently on the market. The big advantage for parents: 
its low weight means it can be effortlessly lifted, carried and moved from 
the car to the pushchair or pram. In addition, the CONCORD AIR.SAFE 
baby car seat has innovative safety construction features. In a similar 
manner to a cycling helmet, the inner surface of the car seat is rein-
forced with a honeycomb structure. This results in outstanding damping 
characteristics in the event of an impact.  The rest of the safety features 
are also more than presentable. The three-point strap system means the 
baby is kept securely in place in a moving car. The optional AIRFIX Isofix 
platform lets you secure the car seat even more conveniently and firmly. 
The adapter on the car seat not only fits the Isofix platform, it is also 
designed for both the CONCORD NEO and CONCORD FUSION TRAVEL 
SYSTEM pushchairs. You can fasten the CONCORD AIR to the pushchair 
in a single movement – easily, quickly and securely. Of course, comfort 
for your infant is another of our main concerns. The CONCORD AIR.
SAFE baby car seat is fitted with soft, padded covers that are easy to 
remove and wash. For optimal reclining comfort, simply adjust the main 
strap beneath the seat – far away from tender baby feet. This means no 
uncomfortable chafing or disruption to the baby’s sleep.

// Dimensions: L 63 x W 44 x H 57 cm
// Weight: 2.9 kg

Optional accessories:
COOLY AIR.SAFE

//  The most light weight baby carrier of its type, with Isofix attachment: 
weighs less than 3 kg, effortlessly carried and transferred from car to 
buggy

//  Entirely new safety design developed according  
to the bicycle helmet principle

// 3-point strap system for keeping the child secure
//  Central strap adjustment on bottom of seat out of reach of baby’s feet – 

for enhanced comfort when lying down
//  TRAVEL SYSTEM adapter: easily, quickly and safely attached to the buggy
// Multifunctional button for easy carrying handle adjustment and TS release
//  Simple headrest height adjustment, strap adjusts and adapts automatically
// Easy-operation strap clip
// Soft, padded covers, easy to remove and wash
// Including infant insert and removable pelvic support
//  Includes sun canopy with UV 50+ protection, waterrepellent  

and washable (not shown)
//  Optional accessories: ISOFIX-Base AIRFIX for simple, secure in-car 

installation of baby seat; COOLY AIR.SAFE

GROUP: 0+
WEIGHT: UP TO 13 KG
AGE: APPROX. 18 MONTHS


